Run report backpackers
Assembly in the standard location but this time elevated to the balcony. Such is the power of office. Good to see Helga
back who without Irish set the run. Liz and Martha provided the eye candy for the aged. Unfortunately Grewsome was
not here to assist in translating Martha whose tat on the leg kept Fucknut occupied.
So onto the run. Craft dived into the pavement as the pace picked up to the corner and then the trail was lost. Finally
discovered by horn blower (tinker bell) and then off to Caxton street. A cunning ft caught out the pack and then it was on
up the hill to and along before down the hill and a regroup on the bridge. Miles complaining as usual and the back
runners looking forward to the park for the drinks. Completely fooled as no drinks here and it was off and past Suncorp
with a diversion around the nearby streets before finally entering the grounds of the stadium.
Tinker, even, splat,bugs moved ahead and were caught out with another ft but lost as they were too far ahead. JC with
scruffy, craft and miles ducked left after the Suncorp bridge heading over to the riverside walkway via the underpass on
Coro drive. Not sure what happened here but scribed ended up with pack and walkers on the go between bridge where
the gals dished out fine chateaux cardboard. It was then over the bridge. Miles and scribe blasted over grey street bridge
towards the onon. Methinks the pack headed to the stick bridge.
Into the car park opposite the backpackers. Bregun has been working on new songs and gave us a rendition of his
accomplishments. Still got the standard song upside down. Liz from Sweden sang something is Swedish which
translated meant sleep with me tonite unfortunately none of the assembly understood it. She then proceeded to swear at
anchovy who replied by given her his phone number. Good one A.
So good to see the reverend back. Spermwhale aka monty for sprung naked in the creek by the local farmer along with
grannie Mae. Boxa for planting said sports car over kerb whilst trying to park in backpackers and then getting the rest of
the pack to lift car clear. Still awaiting damage report. Luftwaffe for not paying for girlfriends ticket on cruise and then
proceeding to line up all the other aged pensioners for future shags. Boxa Sotw
Onon for $5 Pints burgers and more chat with the two wenches,
Run: long, hot and hard
Food need another opinion as did not partake

